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Argument Variables are parsed even in "No parse" (np) zones
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Description
The following (without a space between braces) does not work anymore:

you can use the ~np~ {{user} ~/np~ ((doc:Argument Variables|Argument Variable))

Instead the Argument Variable which is inside np gets parsed as current user login name.

Update: updated the Subject field to more reflect what is the report about

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
1 difficult

Priority
5
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

18 Sep 14 10:39 GMT-0000
Hello Luci,

I just quickly tested on a relatively new Tiki pre-14, where I non-parsed WikiSyntax, WikiPlugin and Dynamic Variable ... all working fine:


Test of the not parse syntax

~ np ~This is non-parsed text__ ... ___'isn't it?'__ ===What's the heck?=== And the Code?  --strike-- %testvariable% ~ /np ~
sic: %testvariable% => This is the text shown by the textvariable when it is parsed

Test of the not parse syntax

__This is non-parsed text__ ... __"isn't it?"__ ==What's the heck?== And the Code? --strike--%testvariable%

This is non-parsed text ... isn't it? What's the heck? And the Code? strike

So from my side it seems to work in Trunk ... might be able to test in 13 later in the evening.

--T

luciash d' being □ 18 Sep 14 12:57 GMT-0000

As far as I can see you did not test the Argument Variable.

Thanks,
luci

19 Sep 14 10:40 GMT-0000

Sorry, I had to re-edit my comment above, as I misstyped the CODE Plugin.

Are you referring to something different than Dynamic Variable, when you say Argument Variable?

Maybe I have a misunderstanding.
--T.

Xavier de Pedro 19 Sep 14 11:57 GMT-0000

Hi Torsten:

See this doc page for argument variables:
http://doc.tiki.org/Wiki+Argument+Variables

(for some reason, neither the argument variable typed by luci, nor the link to the doc page, were correctly parsed in the bug tracker at view time; and for some other reason - another bug maybe - the alias link to just "Argument Variables" didn't work for me either; so many regression bugs here and there!!!)

Feel free any of you to fill in new bug reports for those extra regression bugs found. I still have to find time to test and create a new profile, and I can't with so many bug reports pending...

luciash d' being [] 19 Sep 14 12:30 GMT-0000

as Xavi points out - Argument Variables are different thing than Dynamic Variables

19 Sep 14 13:01 GMT-0000

Hi Luci and Xavi,

thx for enlightenment. Never stumbled over argument variables in recent years. Awesome feature.

I tried that in trunk (same REV 52524 as above) and yes, the argument variable is definitely parsed in the code plugin and in the np tag, where it should not be parsed and on the wiki page is is parse as it should be.

As I never used it before, I have no idea if that is a regression or a bug or what.

Regards,
Torsten

Jean-Marc Libs 20 Sep 14 02:07 GMT-0000

Hi guys,

I love the feature and I have used it for ages.

Especially for page titles without using the automated page name as title feature, I like a template which starts with:

```
- { { page } } =-
```

(I added extra spaces for obvious reasons.

It is also useful in combination with the various tracker plugins for different values for tracker params.

But I always remember that it is parsed before anything else. Meaning I could never escape them in CODE() or np. See example in

Maybe a bug, certainly not a regression.

I think it's a bug, since it messes with inline editing of plugins (it shows the final value in the edit pop-up
instead of the `{ variable }`, so unsuspecting editors will lose the variable part on saving.

Jean-Marc Libs 20 Sep 14 02:12 GMT-0000
See http://demo.tiki.org/6x/tiki-index.php?page=JML+test+argument+variables

luciahs d’ being 20 Sep 14 09:08 GMT-0000
Thanks for your input Jean-Marc!
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